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About Kyra
I started getting into photgraphy when I was probably 11/12.. It was all iphone pho-
tos though and I loved doing yearbook because it taught me more about taking pho-
tos and I got to take photos of more things. Before doing yearbook the photos I took 
were mostly of still objects and nature but doing yearbook I started to love to photo-
graph people an dsports such as football and basketball. I chose this assignment be-
cause I wanted to learn to edit my photos through photoshop. 



Black and white

When taking this photo is was a pretty nice, bright April day so I had to adjust my 
settings a little bit. I first adjusted my shutter speed and then my F-stop. Then I put 
it into photo shop and make it black and white and ajusted my exposure a little bit.



colored

I didn’t adjust too much while taking this as I was already outside taking 
photos so my camera was ready. I did however adjust my F-stop so I could get 
that flower nice and clear with a burry backround.



colored

The lighting in redlodge was a bit darker than in Billings so I turned my shutter speed 
down. Then this sign was in the shade so I had to turn it down even more. 



Black and white

When taking this photo it was kind of cloudy so my settings didn’t need to be that 
high. Then I put it into photo shop and make it black and white and ajusted my expo-
sure a little bit.



colored

It was mostly sunny while taking this so I did have to adjust my shutter speed a little but not too 
much. I did however change the F-stop so I could get that cool blurry backround affect.



black and white

Getting a photo of this web was a lot more challenging then I expected, I had to con-
stantly adjust the settings and my postition while taking it. Then I put it into Photoshop 
to fix it a little more by adjusting the exposure and white balance.



Altered

I took this picture as driving so that was a little difficult to get it perfectf but then i found 
one that turned out alright. I put it into photoshop and adjucted the expuse and balanc-
es, then I sharpened it and added grain.



colored

This was probably the hardest photo I took because it was so bright outside and the white 
flowers were tricky. I had to constantly adjust and readjust all my settings then I finally got 
one that looked sorta good.



black and white

This photo honestly was super easy I just pointed and shot and it really didn’t need to be ad-
justed so I just turned it black and white and put it in.



Black and white

I love this photo! It was clowdy already so I just stood in the middle of the street and 
shot and it turned out pretty nice. after turning it black and white I did have to adjust 
my white balance though.



colored

I didn’t adjust too much while taking this as I was already outside taking photos so my 
camera was ready. I did however adjust my F-stop so I could get that flower nice and 
clear with a burry backround.



Altered

This photo is literally adorable. I just took it and put it in photoshop and added 
the filter ‘turquoise and red’ and sharpened it up and added a grain.



altered

I had to adjusct my settings a little because the light coming in through the window 
was super bright. Then I just took it and put it in photoshop and added the filter ‘Vin-
tage instant’ and sharpened it up and added a grain and vignette.


